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USIM File Extension and Creation of Conformance
Test Specification toward LTE Deployment
With the deployment of LTE, a variety of parameters generated at the time of network authentication will be saved in the
USIM. To simplify authentication when a USIM is removed
from one mobile terminal and inserted into another or when
a mobile terminal crosses into a new area, USIM files have
been extended. In addition, a WI has been established in
3GPP CT WG6 to create a conformance test specification to
test the operation of the interface between an LTE-capable
mobile terminal and the USIM prior to the launch of LTE
services.
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1. Introduction
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2. Extension of USIM
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2.1 Background to Extension
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*1 LTE: Extended standard for the 3G mobile
communications system studied by 3GPP. It is
equivalent to “3.9G” or Super3G as proposed
by NTT DOCOMO.
*2 USIM: An IC card used to store information
such as the phone number from the subscribed
mobile operator.

*3 Conformance test: A standard test for
checking a communications device for proper
operation based on standard functions and
specifications established by a standards body.
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Table 1 EF_EPSLOCI structure

was specified for storing security context such as a cipher key. Referring to

Element

Stored Data

Length

these files when moving a USIM from

GUTI

Temporary authentication ID

12 bytes

one terminal to another, for example,

Last visited registered TAI

Last visited network and tracking area

5 bytes

makes it unnecessary to re-execute the

EPS update status

Attach/detach completion status (normal/abnormal)

1 byte

Authentication and Key Agreement
Table 2 EF_EPSNSC structure

*5

(AKA) process from the beginning.
This can shorten the time required for
authentication (time for becoming

*4 TMSI: A temporary ID used for user authentication by the network.
*5 AKA: An authentication process combined
with key agreement. The USIM computes a
cipher key and integrity key based on parameters supplied by the network and checks the
validity of those parameters.
*6 GUTI: Information consisting of a Globally
Unique MME Identifier (GUMMEI) and
TMSI. This is a temporary ID used to uniquely
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Element

Stored Data

Length

EPS NAS security context

KASME, etc.

12 bytes

identify a mobile terminal instead of using the
mobile terminal’s or user’s (USIM) permanent
ID.
*7 TAI: Information consisting of the Mobile
Country Code (MCC) identifying the operator’s country code, Mobile NW Code (MNC)
identifying the operator’s network code, and
Tracking Area (see*8) Code (TAC).
*8 Tracking area: An area consisting of one or
more cells and used as a unit for managing the

positions of mobile terminals on the network;
TAC is the code given to a tracking area by the
operator.
*9 Attach: Procedure to register a terminal on the
network when, for example, its power is
switched on.
*10 Detach: Procedure to remove registration of a
terminal from the network when, for example,
its power is switched off.
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4. Conclusion
This article described an extension
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*11 NAS: A functional layer between the mobile
terminal and core network.
*12 USAT: A standard function specified by 3GPP
TS31.111 enabling the use of USAT commands to provide a variety of functions and
services between the network and USAT-function-capable USIMs and mobile terminals.
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